
  

Memo 

MEMO
To: Brian Mitchell Group Manager Infrastructure Advisory Services 
From: Lucy Ross 
Cc: Kevin Currin, Stephen Cross 
Date: 4 May 2020. 
Subject: Hutt Valley High School Strategic Direction for Block C (S68 Block). 

Purpose: This memo seeks to set the strategic direction for the treatment of Block C (S68Block) in 
the 2020 10YPP and priority for its replacement at an alternate location on the school site. 

A best practice asset management response is to plan for the replacement of this building in years 
6 -10 of the 2020 10 year property plan. This will allow for the focus of years 1-5 to be on the main 
P2 issues that align with the schools strategic direction. While it is understood 5YA funding 
commitments are unable to be made for years 6-10 this strategic direction can be approved in 
principle subject to availability of funding. 

Background: Block C is in the centre of the school and for the last three 5YA cycles the school 
planned to complete internal refurbishment of the classrooms as 5YA BAU projects, however due 
to the identification of other higher priority infrastructure projects the refurbishment has been 
deferred.  In 2017 the then Board recognised that previous capital investment at the school had not 
benefited from a long term strategic vision. To inform the 2020 10YPP the board produced their 
Campus of the Future document which sets the strategic direction for them.  

The Campus of the Future identifies that future investment in Block C should be restricted and if 
possible the building footprint should be reduced to open up communal shared space within the 
centre of the school. The school are currently 2 T/S over entitlement. The school are managing 
their student numbers within their enrolment scheme and are handling in zone growth by reducing 
their out of zone numbers. SE & S network do not plan any further capacity at this school while 
there is surplus capacity at other secondary schools in the Hutt Valley. 

Planning activities for the school’s 2020 10YPP have identified that there is still a significant 
amount of P2 work to be completed along with lifecycle replacement works. Broadly there is $6.6m 
of projects for years 1-10 as follows: 

• Re Roofing various blocks $3.9m
• Cladding and joinery for various blocks $325k
• Drainage $245k
• Boiler replacement $310k
• Replacement of wall covering and floorcoverings to improve acoustic treatment various

blocks $867K
• Student bathroom upgrade $45K

The assessed P2 work in years 1-5 for Block C alone is $1.13m for re-roofing, exterior joinery 
replacement, drainage, vinyl flooring replacement and student bathroom upgrade. DQLS work for 
16 teaching spaces estimated at $2.9m is excluded as is temporary accommodation for decant 
during re-roofing and refurbishment at $3m.     
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The book value of the block is $1.6m there is $1.13m of immediate work with the prospect of a 
further $6m to modernise the block. The prospect of spending up to $7.15m on an asset with a 
comparatively low book value that is in the wrong location is not a good asset management 
decision. Costs to retain and modernise this building are nearing 75-80% of a new build.  
 
Block C contains just under 20% of the schools teaching spaces and is at the end of its economic 
life.  
 
We have a choice of rehabilitating this asset or replacing it. Rehabilitating it is not an optimal 
solution for the following reasons: 

• Rehabilitation costs including decant are approaching the cost of a replacement 
• Rehabilitation will be limited by the buildings base construction and desired fitness for 

purpose and operational efficiency may not be achievable.   
• The building is considered to be in an undesirable long term strategic location  
• Rehabilitation would require decant space which in turn would mean providing temporary 

space on campus in an alternate location. 
 
Replacing the building on an alternate location has the following benefits: 

• The replacement building would be fit for purpose and operationally efficient 
• There would be no requirement to write off significant decant costs if the replacement was 

constructed first. 
• The alternate location supports the longer term strategic direction of the board. 

 
 
The block will require some temporary roof repair and internal works to enable it to remain in 
service until replacement.    
 
As part of the 2020 10YPP planning activities we will undertake a Strategic Property Plan review 
and overlay the school’s “Campus of the Future” to confirm Ministry agreement to the long term 
strategic property goals of the School.       
 
Recommendation:  
 
It is recommended that you: 
 

1. Agree to the approach outlined above including refocusing the current 5YA and agreeing a 
strategic direction with the school 

2. Note that any replacement of Block C in years 6-10 will be subject to funding availability.   
 
 
Endorsed       Approved 
 
 
 
 
Lucy Ross       Brian Mitchell 
Regional Infrastructure Manager    GMIAS  




